__________________________________________________________________________________
Recently I had the privilege of being interviewed by Kriszta Fecske, Director of the Ranching
Outreach - National Wolfwatcher Coalition about my work in coexistence with large predators. Below
is the result.of that interview.
Who are you and what is Canine Efficiency?
I am Ray Dorgelo, born May 4th 1978 in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. I live in the Romanian
Carpathian Mountain region Transylvania together with my wife Jenny. From a young age on I have a
great passion for dogs and nature. My aim and activities are combining those two passions, for the
benefit of both.
Since 2009 I have been active in large predator conservation. Jenny joined me in this in 2012. My
main starting objective was the protection of the European brown bear and its habitat. The bear is
umbrella specie, meaning when we succeed to protect the bear we cover all other aspects as well.
Activities such as fieldwork, data collection through animal tracking, camera trapping and monitoring
shepherd camps for conflict situations, help to create a clear image of the situation. The latter is my
main activity. My education and work experience in Livestock farming, Ecology & Wildlife
Management and utility dog training allow me to know both sides of the coin and in finding the right
approach.

Ray hanging out with some of his animals
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__________________________________________________________________________________
My two greatest passions, nature and dogs, which are closely connected, have led to the initiation of
Canine Efficiency. With Canine Efficiency, I specifically focus on effective, non lethal conflict
prevention between predators and humans through the correct use of good livestock guardian dogs
(LGDs), supported by additional sustainable livestock management practices. We have implemented
good LGDs at shepherds who had predation problems, but didn’t have good dogs. In the beginning
this was a great success, as our implemented LGD pack reduced the predation problems to 0.
Unfortunately, after a while we had to do several interventions because terms of agreement were
broken several times and even some dogs were severely neglected. Mankind seems to forget very
quickly in how bad of a situation they once were. Basically what I’ve learned from this is to keep full
control in my own hands, not in those of local partners, when it comes to implementing co-owned
dogs. So basically now Canine Efficiency has three varieties available:


Monitoring and analyzing effectiveness of other people’s LGDs and livestock management in
predator areas on demand or on my own initiative.



Advising, guiding and counseling people regarding purchase, implementation and
continuation of LGD packs and other sustainable livestock management practices.



The above with Canine Efficiency co-owned dogs under strict terms of agreement and close to
where we are based so we can monitor and supervise ourselves at all times.

The LGD topic is firmly connected to (traditional) livestock farming, thus every present aspect and
threat in the livestock farming field plays an important role. In Romania, where we have many large
predators and many (yet decreasing) free grazing livestock herds, the biggest threats are not the
predators. The biggest threats are the inability to sell products as wool, milk and cheese due to the EU
hygiene rules; Hunting laws which try to restrict the number of LGDs that may be used; Shortage of
knowledgeable, responsible personnel; Privatizing of land, rapidly reducing available grazing land and
increasing conflict between ‘modern civilization’ and farmers. You might start to wonder where most
work is to be done. Predator conflict prevention or people conflict prevention?
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__________________________________________________________________________________
Please tell us more about the area you work and the dogs you work with?
We work with the Ciobănesc Românesc Carpatin (Romanian Carpathian Shepherd dog), which is a
true specialist breed in the Transylvanian habitats and in similar or easier habitats elsewhere.

Young Romanian Carpathian Shepherd dog male with the flock

The Ciobănesc Românesc Carpatin (Romanian Carpathian Shepherd dog) is a livestock guardian
native to the Romanian Carpathian mountain region. From the European large predators alive today,
Romania is home to at least 40% of the wolf population (est. 3000-4000), 35% of the brown bear
population (est. 5000-6000) and 15% of the Lynx population (est. 1000-1500). In the past the numbers
of large predators were much higher, like almost everywhere in the world large predator numbers
declined and are under pressure due to habitat destruction and hunting. Habitat destruction also causes
large predators to venture (back) to more populated areas and countries where they were absent for
over a century. More and more farmers will be confronted with large predators and have to learn how
to cope with that, since local traditions and knowledge regarding coexistence have been lost in the
past, together with the predators.
The Romanian Carpathian Mountains surface is approximately 125,400 km 2, which for example is just
half of the surface of Wyoming which surface is 253,600 km 2. If we just compare the wolf population
numbers, the wolf density here is unparalleled. The Romanian Carpathian Mountain area has twice as
many wolves as four Western United states combined (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Oregon and
Washington; est. 1700 wolves).
From the three large predator species in Romania, bears have most interaction with humans. Their
opportunistic characteristics while looking for food results in regular conflicts with bee keepers,
farmers and shepherds. Wolves are also involved in conflicts; feeding on easy prey (livestock) is an
easy way to get a meal. The Lynx causes the least conflicts because of their shy nature and preference
for high elevation forest habitat.
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__________________________________________________________________________________
As mentioned before, the large predator density in Romania is very high and especially the bears are
present in high numbers in rather small areas. In the Romanian Carpathian Mountains there is
approximately one bear per 10 km 2. The (transhumant) shepherds who are free roaming the mountains
with their flocks benefit from the highly nutritious vegetation resulting in premium quality products
like wool and cheese. However these advantages don't come for free. That's why they depend on good
LGDs to protect their livestock on the mountain meadows in the rough mountainous terrain, often
surrounded by thick forest where predators live.
The LGDs that successfully work and live here must possess extraordinary senses, skills and health.
Carpatins master these skills and it is very fortunate that they are conserved together with the large
predators. Canine Efficiency and of course the shepherds and owners who live and work with these
dogs are proud and satisfied with these natural guardians. They provide the tool for predator/human
coexistence and that is what matters most if we want to continue to benefit of true natural resources in
a sustainable way.
Traditional farming and the ancient use of LGDs to coexist with large numbers of predators was never
absent here. Although things are changing rapidly, modern society wise, the common sense of how to
coexist with large predators is still unchanged. Several scientific conservation projects were and are
active in Romania, but we don’t have an established, trustworthy database of predation percentages
here. And in my opinion those scientific percentages don’t add anything useful to what has to be done.
Yes, here ‘we’ also suffer losses to large predators. However these are primarily caused by lacking
livestock protection management practices or as shepherds say it when I ask them about the neighbor’s
losses to wolves: “I told him many times; he doesn’t have good dogs and the herdsman isn’t so great
either”. Here, where large predators never disappeared, also the knowledge and common sense
remained. Here it is the norm that a livestock operation has herdsmen and a good number of LGDs. If
it can be done here, it can be done everywhere. We have a saying here: ‘When the shepherd goes into
the mountains without good dogs, he will return without sheep, with only his staff and some sheep
bells left.’
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__________________________________________________________________________________

Shepherd explaining where the wolf attack of last night started which hit a neighboring shepherd. Picture made by
Andries De La Lande Cremer during a portrait for a Dutch magazine.

What do you know and think of large predator conflicts elsewhere and for example France
where anti wolf protests hit the international news?
In 2012 Canine Efficiency traveled to Italy (Abruzzo Mountains), Portugal (North and Central) and
Spain (bordering areas with Portugal) to study the local working LGDs there. Basically in all regions
we were, local LGDs were still present, but due to decrease of predators in the further past also there
much knowledge and tradition was lost. Fortunately also in these regions initiatives exist to promote
and reintroduce the use of LGDs with the help of local shepherds who never stopped using these dogs.
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A monument in honor of shepherd and Cao de Gado Transmontano LGD in Bragança, North Portugal

At this moment Canine Efficiency consulted about LGDs and other livestock management practices in
the following countries; Argentina, Belgium, Bosnia, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden,
UK, USA.
As I mentioned before, large predators (especially wolves) are returning to areas where they were
absent for a long time. You ask me about the French situation after the recent protests against wolves
by French farmers. It is not so different there as elsewhere. Sure, everywhere we have local specifics,
but no matter how different we are in different places, human nature seems to be the same everywhere.
I regularly spoke to several French insiders, as I also did to people from other countries. Additionally,
a French documentary team came to Romania after contacting me. I provided them the location and
contacts to film their documentary ‘Vivre avec Les Loups’ (Living with wolves) here in Transylvania
starring good friend and shepherd, Vasile Vostinar and his flock and LGDs. This means interest in
coexisting with predators exists also in France. I do not know if there are (recent) rules in France about
utilizing LGDs, but I do know that there were people who tried it and failed and that there are people
who do it successfully. This is a general fact. There are people who fail and people who succeed. It is
important to take in consideration how it was done and with which mindset. The difference lies in the
details and in the mindset. A low level of both will result into failure. A good level of both will lead to
success. I will now mention the French wolf situation briefly.
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A screenshot from the documentary Vivre avec Les Loups: new born lamb, shepherd and one of his trusty dogs

Since the 1990s wolves returned to France, slowly spreading there ever since. The numbers of killed
livestock presented in France are not accurate in my opinion. Reality teaches us it is not easy to prove
if wolves were the killers unless you actually see the wolves make the kill. If one claims to have seen
wolves kill livestock, but there is no footage, there still is no proof. Yes, with DNA samples you can
‘catch’ suspects, including the wolf, but was the suspect the killer or just a scavenger? Moreover,
many DNA tests are not accurate or trustworthy. Too much trust is placed in technology, which I find
strange. Technology is created by humans and the world of man I live in is full of flaws and issues.
Not really good fundamentals to build ones trust on, in my opinion.
It would be better to prevent predation conflicts as a whole, or at least reduce the chance of predation
to a minimum. In case of livestock grazing in natural areas this can be done through several
sustainable livestock management practices, among them the use of good LGDs in the right way and
in the right numbers. Additionally herds and LGDs should be accompanied by a shepherd. At night
livestock should be penned, making the night watch of LGDs easier and the livestock safer. A
shepherd should sleep close by the night pens.
Due to decrease and/or disappearance of large predators in many European countries in the 20th
century, livestock farming changed. In the absence of large predators, farmers could increase the
number of animals and reduce human supervision to a minimum without too many negative
consequences while at the same time being able to have more production with less effort. However,
no matter if one likes it or not, this is not how it should be. Large predators belong in the ecosystem.
Additionally mankind grabbed and grabs land from Nature, not the other way around.
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In many countries where wolves returned, a large group of people do not want to adapt or change their
ways. People are selfish creatures and through our whole history we tend to move everything that
doesn’t suit us out of the way. Fortunately there are people who understand how things are and
fortunately for farmers there are ways to coexist with large predators. Killing them is not the way.
Killing problem predators as a rule of exception? How did the predator become a problem in the first
place? It all starts with being able to truly look at ourselves in the mirror. In understanding what is
right and what is not. In recognizing what we are. In understanding that we have to work hard for our
own success, not depending on others to do it for us and for sure not blaming other specie for our own
failures. Our biggest enemies are within our own kind, many of them living in denial and/or ignorance.
Running a livestock operation is not so different from running another business. As with any
'business' also running a farm asks for brains, efficiency and creativeness. If a business owner lacks
the before mentioned; the company will go down. The same goes for farmers, the wolf is not their
problem, the inability to adapt to threats and competition is. Any kind of competition could put them
out of work. The key is to be proactive. In any field it is first ones own responsibility to be proactive
and not dependent on what governments or others do. Many farmers, globally, complain easily and ask
for funding and support. But again, it is firstly ones own responsibility to run an efficient business.
This includes dealing with threats and competition. In any field there are threats and competition
which one should outsmart by trying to be one step ahead. A successful farmer (or any business
owner) should be eager to invest in, and develop into, efficient ways of working in an ever changing,
dynamic world.

Safe grazing in one of Romania's densest areas when it comes to large predators
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How do we convince producers that guardian dogs work? Dogs can be expensive and they need
to be trained properly, which takes time. A bullet is cheaper and stops the predation
immediately (and when other wolves move in, they kill them too).
LGDs are an ancient defense system which are a part of livestock operations in the originating
countries. This should be the case in the US too. LGDs are part of the stock, part of the operation. I am
sure many things have to be developed and created and even changed to integrate LGDs in the rural
business, but it can be done.
Bullets are not cheaper, as it is very difficult and very time consuming to shoot every wolf or even a
wolf. Imagine how hard it is to actually kill ‘the right’ wolf. I am not even going to mention the
reasons why shooting wolves is bad, as this is part of the long lasting fuelled discussion between
ranchers and conserbvbationists for too long already. What I will say is; if one wants to spend so much
time in the field to try and shoot wolves, one might as well use that time to stay with the livestock
(implement herdsmen).

Do you have any specific advice for producers in the USA?
We have to be realistic. Not everyone can be convinced. And not everyone can be convinced in the
same way or by the same person(s). Everything starts with a few individuals who are up for change
and open for suggestions. These individuals must be found and reached.
In the US and Canada there are plenty of experienced ranchers who succesfully work with LGDs
already. These can play a key role in convincing others. I think we should go beyond articles, video’s
and socila media debates and move to face to face discussions. Think of workshops and excursions
with and preferably at succesful ranchers with impemented LGDs. These key role players should be
selected thoroughly and after that intensly involved in the development of this project.
The key role players could help implementing LGDs for the long term, including guidance and
assistance in pack development and maintanance. Breeding programs could be developed to distribute
the approach plus LGDs to other suited ranchers. The previously mentioned ‘activities’ are only a
small part of the things which can be initiated.
I think this project should be initiated and driven by an organization as NWC, ideally in collaboration
with farmer associations and local government. I am willing to help create a script to get this started as
an outside advisor. I think outsiders (country wise) can provide a useful look on things from another
angle. Eventually ‘we’ should have a scenario where it is interesting and beneficial from a farming
business perspective to adopt a way of sustainable coexistence with Nature. Predator Friendly
Certification could also be useful in this. Everything which adds weight to the beneficial side of
sustainble coexistince should be considered. Think about it. Hard work for many, but potentially very
rewarding on many levels as well.
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